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Facts at a glance...
PRODUCTION MIX
• Recommended delivery method is ‘trail fed’
• Energy measurement is 12me
• 30% protein
• More cost effective than feeding just lupins
• Weed free
• No risk of importing resistance onto your farm
• Only buy what you need
• Consistency of supply

We are currently buying grain,
call us now to discuss.

• Has complete daily mineral and trace element
requirements

Note: product must only be fed on dry feed with
adequate roughage available

Harris Road, Picton
Telephone: 9724 6800
Facsimile: 9725 4474
Email: kettridges@kettridges.com.au
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An innovative stock feed

IT’S ALREADY OUT THERE WORKING
Our new Production Mix is already getting some outstanding
results. Here’s what a couple of our local farmers had to say;

to help your sheep thrive.

“After noticing that the ewes were starting to lose condition after
lambing, I spoke to Kettridges to look at options to supplement
feed, I was already getting lamb pellets from them so thought
they’d have some ideas. Finding weed-free lupins can be difficult
and time consuming so I decided to give their Production Mix a
try, and I’ve got to say, I’m glad I did.
It only took the ewes with 6 week old lambs at foot a couple of
feeds to get use to the pellets. There was a noticeable increase in
the energy levels of both the ewes and lambs. The ewes
maintained condition and the lambs gained weight. It may be a
bit more expensive than straight lupins but because of the higher
nutrients in Production Mix the quantity needed was reduced so
worked out more cost effective in the long run.
As I said, I’m pretty happy with the results and have already
placed my order for Kettridges Production Mix for the next
lambing season.”
Andrew Askew – Sheep Farmer, Boyup Brook
“We decided to try Kettridges Production Mix this year since

At last, a cost effective,

GENUINE NEED LEADS TO NEW FEED
Kettridges have always been proud to lend a hand on the land.

weed free feed for ewes

So, when the request came to us to develop an innovative new
stock feed for ewes and their lambs, we were more than happy to

and lambs.

take up the challenge.
Our new Production Mix was developed as a result of farmers

Kettridges Production Mix

asking us to design a new supplementary feed that was weed free,
cost effective and could have consistency of supply.
Lupins on their own can be expensive and trying to find lupins

helps to put the spring

clean from grass and weeds is a problem.
Just as important, our new Production Mix had to deliver a high,

into your sheep before,

well balanced ratio of the right nutrients.
In terms of cost effectiveness this is where our new Production Mix

during and after lambing

comes into its own.
It has more nutrients with minerals and trace elements than just
lupins, so in a nutshell, you need to offer less feed for better

season.

conditioning results.

lupins were pretty difficult to come by. Trying to find clean lupins
can be a problem and the risk in bringing in weed and grass was
not something we wanted to deal with. Therefore, we needed an
alternative.
We found out that Kettridges had a new product available that
combined lupins and canola which meant we were getting the
lupins wanted and some canola thrown in. Kettridges
recommended using Production Mix with other grains to give the
stock the fibre they need. Since we’ve been using barley for a
while we added that to mix, it was a good decision. The sheep
took to the new mix quickly, and in general they were more active,
which is always a good result.
Using Kettridges Production Mix this season was a good move.
Any initial cost increases have been reduced through blending the
product and good availability which is important, so we’ll be
continuing to use it.”
Rex, Bruce & Trevor Smith – Sheep Farmers, Darkan

